
REPORTING SPAIN & CATALONIA
PERSPECTIVES FROM GLOBAL MEDIA ORGANISATIONS

12th March 2015, 18.00 - 20.50 h
Col·legi de Periodistes. Rambla de Catalunya 10, 08007 Barcelona

Programme

18.00h  Registration

18.30 h  Welcome by the British Chamber of Commerce in Spain
                 Presentations and debate by the International Media representatives about  
  ‘their perspectives to cover Spain/Catalonia news in 2015’

19.30 h  Q&A 

20.00 h  Networking drinks

20.50 h  Close

SPEAKERS

REPORTING SPAIN
PERSPECTIVES FROM GLOBAL MEDIA ORGANI-

SATIONS

Organised by 
The British Chamber of Commerce in Spain

Sponsored by 
Colt Technology

With the support of the Col•legi de Periodistes

Venue
Col•legi de Periodistes

Date
12th March 2015

Time
18.00-20.50 h

RSVP
Limited capacity 

events@britchamber.com

Places on a �rst come �rst serve basis

Sponsored by:

With the support of: 

Walter Openheimer - El País

Walter Oppenheimer has been working for the 
Spanish leading paper El País since 1982 until 
now. He has been the European correspondent 
based in Brussels from 1995 to 2001 and then 
the UK and Ireland correspondent based in 
London untill october 2014, when he came back to work in 
his home town, Barcelona. 

Graham Keeley – The Times

Spain Correspondent of The Times. Since 2008, 
he has covered a wide variety of subjects from 
the economic crisis, the defeat of ETA, the rise of 
separatism in Catalonia and a series of scandals 
involving the government, the royal family and 

business leaders.  Now the story seems to be Spain's econo-
mic revival. 

Stephen Burgen – The Guardian

The writer, journalist and translator, 
Stephen Burgen has lived in Barcelona 
since 2001 when he came here as the 

Spain correspondent of  The Times. He was the founding 
editor of the Catalan daily Catalonia Today and also of the 
monthy Inside Spain. He now writes Spanish news and 
business stories for The Guardian and stories related to Cata-
lan independence for The Scotsman, as well as being a 
freelance contributor and translator for the communications 
department of IESE Business School.

Fiona Govan – The Local

Formerly correspondent for The Daily 
Telegraph, Fiona Govan has covered events 
in Spain for a British audience since arriving 
in Madrid eight years ago. She has written 
on themes ranging from politics, society 
and culture to Spain´s managing of the economic crisis and 
issues a�ecting the huge number of British expats residing in 
Spain. In February 2015 she was appointed Spain Editor of 
The Local, the largest English language news network in 
Europe, with four million readers each month.


